Direct methods for computing AA + were given by Householder [8] , Rosen [11] , Pyle [10] and others. The correct determination of rank A is a critical factor in these methods, even more so in the direct methods for computing A +, e.g., Golub and Kahan [6] . The iterative methods {Y}, {Z},/ 0, 1, for computing A + and AA+, and the bounds for rank A, given in this paper, may consequently be of some interest.
0. llotations and prelimiaaries. Let A denote an m X n nonzero complex matrix, A* its conjugate transpose, A + its generalized inverse [9] , R(A), N (A) its range and null space, respectively, r rank A.
Let hi(A'A) >= h2(A*A >= >= h(A*A be the eigenvalues of A*A.
From rank A r it follows that hr(A*A) > 0 and hi(A'A) 0 for i r + 1, n. We will use the matrix norm A Mi(A-A), which is subordinate to the Euclidean vector norm (e.g., [8, p. (6) Xo-aA*.
From (5) it follows that (7)
AA +-AXk+I AA +-AXk a(I AXk)AA*" and since A AA +A, (8) AA + AX+I (AA + AXe) (I aAA*).
Since I aAA* < 1, by (1) , and AA + P,(.), [4] , it follows that" .., and A* A*AA+, [9] . From (10) (5) and A+AA * A*, [9] , it follows that (15) A +-Xk+I (A +-Xk) (I--aAA*), k, 0,1,..., which, because of (1), proves (13).
(b) Similarly, (14) follows from 
The sought relation is that (4) is a "subprocess" of (2) .
(18)
Proof. Using (4) and (3), and the remark following (10) As in [5] we call ao optimal if it minimizes AA + aAA* . And the sequence (4) converges to A + A AA +. iq-j--1 i,j= 1, ..., 10. As expected, the convergence is very slow. About 40 iterations are needed for (4) The elements of (AYa9-I) are all smaller, in absolute value, than 10-. Aclmowledgmeat. The authors gratefully acknowledge the computing facilities made available to them by the SWOPE Foundution.
